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Explore the historic houses to find the answers

Explore the historic houses to find the answers

1. When was Sandling Farmhouse built?

1. When was Sandling Farmhouse built?

a. 16th century

a. 16th century

b. 17th century

c.18th century

b. 17th century

c.18th century

2. Who was the last tenant of Sandling Farmhouse?

2. Who was the last tenant of Sandling Farmhouse?

a. Anne Boleyn

a. Anne Boleyn

b. George Brundle c. Sir Garard Drake

b. George Brundle c. Sir Garard Drake

3. What was the square box in the teenagers bedroom used for in the
1950’s house?

3. What was the square box in the teenagers bedroom used for in
the 1950’s house?

a.Potters Wheel b. Playing music c. Spinning toys

a.Potters Wheel b. Playing music c. Spinning toys

4. Why do the windows in Lenham Cottage have a criss-cross pattern
on them?

4. Why do the windows in Lenham Cottage have a criss-cross
pattern on them?

a. Stop neighbours from spying b. To look pretty c. Stop them shattering

a. Stop neighbours from spying b. To look pretty c. Stop them shattering

5. Why is there a black line in the bath tub of the WWII house?

5. Why is there a black line in the bath tub of the WWII house?

a. Drawn on by a mischievous child b. Shows how much water you were allowed to
use for a bath
c. It was used for growing vegetables during food rationing.

a. Drawn on by a mischievous child b. Shows how much water you were allowed
to use for a bath c. It was used for growing vegetables during food rationing.

6. What is an Anderson shelter?

6. What is an Anderson shelter?

a. A shelter from bombing b. A shelter from the rain c. A child’s play house

a. A shelter from bombing b. A shelter from the rain c. A child’s play house

7. Where was Petts farmhouse originally relocated?

7. Where was Petts farmhouse originally relocated?

a. Kent Life

a. Kent Life

b. Burham

c.Petsham

b. Burham

c.Petsham

8. What is the name of the ghost said to wander the rooms upstairs in
the Victorian House?

8. What is the name of the ghost said to wander the rooms upstairs
in the Victorian House?

a. George

a. George

b. Babs

c. Rebecca

b. Babs

c. Rebecca

9. What is the funeral jewellery in the display case in Petts Farmhouse
made of?

9. What is the funeral jewellery in the display case in Petts
Farmhouse made of?

a. Silver and onyx b. Human hair and jet c. Gold and diamond

a. Silver and onyx b. Human hair and jet c. Gold and diamond

